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Nonlinear and Convex Analysis have as one of their goals solving equilibrium
problems arising in various sciences, such as economics, physics, chemistry, and
many others. A lot of these problems can be modelled in an abstract form of an
equation (algebraic, functional, di�erential, integral, integrodi�erential, etc.), and
this can be further transferred into a form of a �xed point problem of a certain
operator. In this context, �nding solutions of �xed point problems, or at least proving
that such solutions exist and can be approximately computed, is a very interesting
area of research.

Indeed, one o�en comes across many problems with an operator equation where
the exact solutions can neither be determined explicitly nor can be computed
conveniently. In such situation, the following query logically takes place: does there
exist an exact solution to the equation? Or a deeper question: how many di�erent
admissible solutions the given equation has? A�er obtaining an a�rmative answer
to the problem of existence, one can try to determine the solution as the limit of an
iteration procedure.

�us, the �xed point theory is part of both pure and applied mathematics. In
addition of being part of Classical Analysis, Functional Analysis, Operator �eory,
and Topology and Variational Inequality �eory, it is also used in new areas of
mathematical applications like Mathematical Economics, Game �eory, Fluid �ow,
Eigen value problems, Random Di�erential Equations, and so forth. For instance,
most of the theorems ensuring the existence of solutions to di�erential equations,
integral equations, or other operator equations can be proved by using �xed point
methods in speci�c abstract and function spaces.

�e aim of this special issue is to promote research and its applications in the
area of nonlinear functional analysis and applications, in particular to control and
optimization problems. It will re�ect theoretical research and advanced applications.

Potential topics include, but are not limited to:

Study of �xed points and �xed point spaces
Metric �xed point theorems and applications
Random partial di�erential equations and applications
Operator equations and inclusion problems
Best approximation theorems in abstract spaces
Convergence and stability of iteration procedures
Semilinear control problems

Authors can submit their manuscripts via the Manuscript Tracking System at
http://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/jfs/rdfpt/.
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